Due Tuesday, March 31st at 8 P.M. Use Classes to submit this assignment. If you have a problem with Classes, send it by email to your preceptor. Remember:

- Put your student number but not your name on your assignment. Assignments will be graded anonymously.
- No late papers.
- Use your own words—no quotations or paraphrases.
- Remember you must do one of the assignments after Assignment 7.
- Answer all questions, in order, the number preceding the answer.

You can answer some of the questions very briefly, devoting most of your space to one or two questions.

1. What is the difference between first order and higher order theories of consciousness?
2. Give one advantage and disadvantage of each.
3. Which do you prefer and why?
4. Pick one of Lau's and Brown's arguments for the higher order perspective. Say what the argument is, what Block's reply is and what side you favor and why.